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Chris Green is one of the foremost advocates for the side hustle lifestyle. He has 10+ 
years’ experience as an Amazon seller, author, software provider to others involved in 
the Amazon ecosystem, and most recently as a t-shirt designer selling shirts on the 
Merch by Amazon platform. 

Chris calls Merch by Amazon the, “best side hustle out there right now.” With no upfront 
capital, no handling of shipping or returns, no customer service, and no risk, it’s 
certainly one of the easiest side hustles to get started with. 

It’s also the one we’re probably most excited about at Side Hustle Nation World 
Headquarters (aka our house). My wife Bryn’s made over $1000 so far this year and 
we’re up to the 500-design tier.  

Optimizing your listing on Amazon 

We covered how to get started with Merch by Amazon, along with what kind of designs 
sell well with Elaine Heney on episode 216. Be sure to check out that episode out if 
you’re just getting started. 

When it comes to optimizing your t-shirt listing, Chris said, “Stop and take the time to 
make a good listing.” Amazon wants great listings and the more time you put in to 
include all the keywords and add useful information the better your listing will do. 

Use all of the space provided. Use the title, the bullet points, and descriptions to help 
your design sell better and have greater visibility in the Amazon search engine. 
“Amazon are going to reward the good listings, and start punishing the bad listings,” 
Chris speculated. 

Chris recommends popping over to merchresearch.com where you can type in a 
keyword and see the merch listings on Amazon for that keyword. (Or leave it blank to 
see ALL the merch shirts.)  

Take a look through what’s already on Amazon and selling well, you’ll see the difference 
between a good listing and a bad one. 

Don’t go over the top on the keywords. Chris said that if you’re stuffing keywords so that 
people find your shirt but it’s not what they are looking for and they move on without 
buying, it will only hurt your listing in Amazon’s algorithm. 

Using Amazon Paid Ads to Drive Traffic 

Merch by Amazon has a separate system called AMS (Amazon Marketing Service) to 
handle their ads. 

To sign up you need to go to Amazon Vendor Express. There are also various tools and 
tutorials there to help you get to grips with how the system works. 

https://merch.amazon.com/
http://www.sidehustlenation.com/merch-by-amazon/
https://merchinformer.com/merch-amazon-listings/
https://ams.amazon.com/
https://vendorexpress.amazon.com/


One really cool tip Chris shared that he only found out about recently is that you can 
create an Amazon landing page with only your products by using your product ASINs in 
the URL. 

You can drive traffic to a page with several of your products on and exclude the 
competition.  

When setting up ads you can target by keyword, interest, or product. That means if you 
think you’ve got an awesome design, you can advertise your shirt right under the buy 
box for another shirt that’s already selling well.  

Think Partnerships for Those First Sales 

When you start with Merch you can only list 10 designs until you’ve sold 10 shirts. Then 
you’ll “tier up” to 25 designs. Once you make 25 sells, your account will get bumped to 
100, and then to 500. So, making those first few sales is important to be able to scale 
up your business. 

Chris said everyone should be able to go out into their local community and sell 50+ 
shirts. Think about visiting your local churches, stores, sports teams, schools, 
fundraising events, and offering to do some shirts even just at cost so you can get the 
sales and level up to be able to upload more designs. 

Using Facebooks Groups 

What you don’t do is go into a large Facebook group and start promoting your shirts 
right away. It’s not going to work and likely to get you banned. 

Instead, build a relationship with the admin of a large Facebook group. Your goal is to 
“make the admin look good,” Chris explained. You can do this by telling them you sell 
shirts relevant to the group and are willing to make a special discounted price that they 
can advertise. 

Or, you can ask the admin if he wants to run a contest and give away some shirts. You 
can take the hit of a few shirts, and potentially sell some more to those who didn’t win 
by advertising your link. 

Another option is to ask the admin if you can pay them directly to buy a header image or 
just for the privilege of posting in their Facebook group. If it’s a large enough group and 
your shirts are relevant, you can make a good judgement on how much it’s worth. 

Chris tied this into Gary Vaynerchuk’s 51% of the relationship rule. Meaning, if you give 
someone 51% of the relationship they’d be a fool not to take the deal, and you get, “the 
49% for free, which is better than 0%.” 

Using Facebook Ads 



Chris hasn’t seen a lot of success using Facebook ads to drive profitable traffic to his 
shirts on Amazon. 

He said you’ll have more success using a content marketing approach. Provide value to 
potential customers before trying to make a sale. He quoted Gary Vaynerchuk again, 
this time his Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook book. Think value first, then ask for the sale 
(that’s the right hook). 

Regarding the type of ads to use, look into Facebook Canvas ads if you’re not aware of 
these. They are designed to look better on mobile devices and give the user a full-
screen experience. Or try live video ads, which work particularly well if you already have 
an existing audience. 

Is It Worth Syndicating to Other T-Shirt Platforms? 

Although Amazon is by far the market leader when it comes to online shopping and 
customer loyalty, there are other t-shirt platforms you can see your designs on. 

“Merch isn’t perfect now and it probably never will be perfect, but the imperfections can 
be made up for on the other platforms,” Chris said. For instance, Merch only goes up to 
a 3XL size, where other platforms produce larger shirts. 

Merch also doesn’t ship internationally (yet) while other platforms do. Put your best-
performing designs on other platforms and see if you bring in some extra sales. 

Is It Worth Building out a Pinterest or Instagram Account? 

“I would encourage everyone to have a plan,” Chris said. There is no right or wrong 
answer to building up social media channels to promote your shirts, but with limited time 
and so many different ways to market your shirts you need to have a plan and stick to it. 

Chris used the best-selling book, Rich Dad Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki as an example 
to explain this. As Robert became more successful and had more opportunities 
presented to him he would be asked why he wasn’t interested, and he’d simply say, 
“That’s not part of my plan.” 

Asking your Social Reach and Teenagers 

Some additional tips Chris shared if you’re finding it hard to come up with relevant and 
fresh ideas for t-shirts is to ask in your social circle what’s hot or new, or ask a teenager. 
Teenagers tend to have their fingers on the pulse of what’s trending right now and can 
generate some great ideas. 

You can find out more at merch.life, and pick up a free copy of Chris’ book Merch 
Resources at masteringmerch.com (just pay shipping). 

Chris’ #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

http://amzn.to/2fLX6Ay
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/introducing-canvas
http://amzn.to/2vJ7wVr
http://merch.life/
https://masteringmerch.com/


“Take action. Try it.” 

More Info: 

 http://merch.life/ 
 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/244 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 

 

http://merch.life/
http://www.sidehustlenation.com/244

